
From: -------- ------- 02/20/04 01:00 PM EST 
 
To: Alec Gould/COLO/NPS@NPS, Arthur Stewart/VAFO/NPS@NPS, Barbara Pollarine/VAFO/NPS@NPS, Barry 
Sullivan/FIIS/NPS@NPS, Bill Sanders/HOFU/NPS@NPS, Billy Garrett/GATE/NPS@NPS, BJ Dunn/SAGA/NPS@NPS, Bob 
Kirby/PETE/NPS@NPS, Bruce Jacobson/BOHA/NPS@NPS, Calvin Hite/NERI/NPS@NPS, Carol Kohan/ROVA/NPS@NPS, 
Caroline Keinath/ADAM/NPS@NPS, Chris Soller/GATE/NPS@NPS, Cynthia Garrett/STLI/NPS@NPS, Cynthia 
Kryston/LOWE/NPS@NPS, Cynthia MacLeod/RICH/NPS@NPS, Dan Dattilio/MAVA/NPS@NPS, Dave Forney/UPDE/NPS@NPS, 
Dave Ruth/RICH/NPS@NPS, Dave Spirtes/FIIS/NPS@NPS, David Brouillette/BOST/NPS@NPS, David 
Luchsinger/STLI/NPS@NPS, Dennis Reidenbach/INDE/NPS@NPS, Diann Jacox/NACE/NPS@NPS, Doug 
Lindsay/SARA/NPS@NPS, Douglas Cuillard/SPAR/NPS@NPS, Douglas Morris/SHEN/NPS@NPS, Doyle 
Nelson/DEWA/NPS@NPS, Flo Smith/MIMA/NPS@NPS, Frank Dean/ERCA/NPS@NPS, Gay Vietzke/SAHI/NPS@NPS, George 
Price/BOHA/NPS@NPS, James Pepper/PHILADELPHIA/NPS@NPS, Joanne Hanley/ALPO/NPS@NPS, Joe 
Avery/MASI/NPS@NPS, John Hennessy/FRSP/NPS@NPS, John J Donahue/DEWA/NPS@NPS, John Latschar/GETT/NPS@NPS, 
John McKenna/GETT/NPS@NPS, John Piltzecker/NEBE/NPS@NPS, Jonathan Doherty/CBPO/NPS@NPS, Joseph S 
Green/MORR/NPS@NPS, Josie Fernandez/WORI/NPS@NPS, Keith Newlin/ALPO/NPS@NPS, Ken Mabery/FONE/NPS@NPS, 
Kip Hagen/STEA/NPS@NPS, Laura Joss/FOMC/NPS@NPS, Lee Farrow Cook/FRLA/NPS@NPS, Len 
Bobinchock/ACAD/NPS@NPS, Linda Neal/GOIS/NPS@NPS, Maria Burks/CACO/NPS@NPS, Marianne Peak/ADAM/NPS@NPS, 
Mary Bomar/INDE/NPS@NPS, Maryanne Gerbauckas/EDIS/NPS@NPS, Michael Creasey/BLAC/NPS@NPS, Michael 
Henderson/MORR/NPS@NPS, Michael Hill/ASIS/NPS@NPS, Mike Caldwell/FOST/NPS@NPS, Mike Murray/CACO/NPS@NPS, 
Molly Quackenbush/Partner/NPS@NPS, Myra Harrison/FRLA/NPS@NPS, Nancy Nelson/MIMA/NPS@NPS, Pat 
McCrary/LOWE/NPS@NPS, Patti_Reilly@nps.gov, Peter Aucella/LOWE/NPS@NPS, Phil Correll/NEJE/NPS@NPS, Randy 
Turner/WEFA/NPS@NPS, Rebecca Harriett/BOWA/NPS@NPS, Reed Johnson/APCO/NPS@NPS, Richard 
Wells/GATE/NPS@NPS, Rolf Diamant/MABI/NPS@NPS, Russ Smith/FRSP/NPS@NPS, Sandra Schultz/UPDE/NPS@NPS, Sandy 
Rives/FRSP/NPS@NPS, Sarah Olson/ROVA/NPS@NPS, Sheridan Steele/ACAD/NPS@NPS, Shirley McKinney/GATE/NPS@NPS, 
skipcole@fdr.net, Steven Kesselman/SAMA/NPS@NPS, Terry Savage/BOST/NPS@NPS, Trish Kicklighter/SHEN/NPS@NPS, 
Vidal Martinez/GEWA/NPS@NPS 
 
Cc:  marie_rust@nps.gov, Alexa Molnar/PHILADELPHIA/NPS@NPS 
  
Subject: Identifying and Communicating Park Operational Cutbacks 
 
 

Superintendents: 
 
By now, you have received the official notification of your FY04 Base Operating funding 
levels from Alexa (see excel chart below).  Although a few parks were fortunate to receive a 
base operating increase in the FY04 appropriation, the majority of Northeast Region Parks 
are beginning this fiscal year with fewer operating dollars than in FY03.  Additionally, the 
absorption of pay costs, necessary assessments and other rising, fixed costs have further 
eroded operating dollars.  It is now time to inform Marie and I of your plans for FY04 
operations.  We must soon send to Washington what services, hours & days of operation, 
park facilities and/or park programs we plan to make "service level adjustments" to before 
the summer season begins. Many of you have communicated what you would do to stay 
within your estimated allocation in your Recovery Plans.  It is now time to revisit the FY04 
portion of your Recovery Plan and determine what actually has to happen to stay within 
the funds you have been allocated. Please send us a bulleted list of "service level 
adjustments" you plan to make such as: 
 
Close the visitor center on all federal holidays 
Eliminate life guard services at 1 of the park's 3 guarded beaches 



Eliminate all guided ranger tours 
Let the manicured grasslands grow all summer 
Turn 1 of our 4 campgrounds over to a concession permittee 
Close the park every Sunday and Monday 
Close the visitor center for the months of November, January & February 
   
These are just examples but as you can see they identify services, facilities and/or resources 
you will not be able to maintain at the same level as in FY03.  A statement about cutting 10 
seasonal positions does tells us how that affects the visitor so you must put it into words that 
describe service level adjustments to visitors, resource protection, facility operations, etc. 
 
The DRDs had an opportunity to discuss this very issue with Deputy Director Randy Jones on 
our teleconference on Tuesday.  He has asked each region to review the "service level 
adjustments" of each of their parks and then communicate to him those that are the most 
sensitive.  We will need to be sure that adjustments are taken from as many areas as is 
possible so that it won't cause public or political controversy.  If you think that some of your 
specific plans will cause a public or political controversy, Marie and I need to know which 
ones are likely to end up in the media or result in a congressional inquiry. 
 
We also discussed how each park would communicate with and inform your local 
constituents about your plans.  Randy felt that the issuance of a press release was the 
most problematic.  He suggested that if you feel you must inform the public through a press 
release on this years hours or days of operation for example, that you state what the park's 
plans are and not to directly indicate that "this is a cut" in comparison to last year's 
operation.  If you are personally pressed by the media in an interview, we all agreed to use 
the terminology of "service level adjustment" due to fiscal constraints as a means of 
describing what actions we are taking. 
 
You will soon be receiving guidelines on applying to the regional Park Support Fund.  Your 
Cluster Leaders have been very instrumental in developing tight criteria for what requests 
will be funded.  They of course will service as the overseers of this fund.  If you need to 
adjust the level of service beyond an expectable level or may even be in a position that 
would not allow you to cover permanent salaries you should apply to the Park Support Fund. 
 
Please send to me by March 15th a bulleted list of "service level adjustments" you plan 
to make between now and the end of the fiscal year so Marie and I can review and send on 
to Washington those we feel will get media or congressional attention.  If you will not need 
to make any adjustments a negative response is also required.  If we see any items that are 
of particular concern, we will contact you by phone immediately following our review.  If you 
don't hear from us you are to assume that you should implement your plans. 
 
------ 
 


